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Abstract

ln this paper, a n€w algorithm has been proposed for symmetric key polyalphabetic data encryption, namely Fourier
Masking Encryption Algorithm (FMEA). It uses extended ASCII values to encrypt messag€ of ASCII valued
characters. The concept of Fourier series is exploited efficiently to generat€ the random key sequence from a given
password, as randomness is the k€y prop€rty of polyalphabetic encryption. It has been sho\vn that the FMEA ciph€r
can provide higherlevel cryptanalytic complexity for any unauthoriz€d attempt to decryption. Experim€ntal results
are also provided here, which shows the efficiency of th€ proposed one over the existing algorithms.
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l.Introduction

Cryptography is the art of keeping message secret by

different methods. There are several encr)ption algorithms

that are the outcome of extensive research in the recent

years. Some of them indeed provide good security but some

others are vulnerable to either brute-force or crlptanal)'tic
attack. Some of then are easy to implement in hardrvare

with high processing power and storage capacity and some

others are good for limited devices like mobile phones,

PDAS etc. Most of the available cryptographic algorithms

are based upon number theory which use finit€-field such as

GF(p) or GF(2'). Most of these number theoretic algorithms

are more secure when they use large prime numbers or large

binary words fl, 2]. But when the precision and bit-width

increases, the hardware in which the algorithm is to be

implemented must be sophisticated in processrng power and

storage capacity and hence it tends to high cost. An

encrlption-/de crlption algorithm has been developed, which

exploits the versatility of Fourier series [3, 4]. It doesn't

need any additional storage; mther provide a very good

secu ty. Tilis can be useful in almost every system with

memory and processing power constraints. It is a symmetric

key polyalphabetic encryption technique where a single key

is shared for both encrlption and decryption algorithm. The

syrmehic key encrlption method is deprcted in Fig. 1.

The paper is organized as follows: Some basic definitions

and literature review are discussed in Section 2. Proposed

method is thoroughly discussed in Section 3 with

Algorithm, Flow-Chart and example. Section 4 shows the

Cryptanal)4ic Complexity of the Proposed Algorithm from

different points of view. Proposed Algorithm is compared

with the existing algorithms in Section 5. Section 6 presents

the Conclusion of the paper and some important References

are listed at the end ofthe paper.

Fig. l: Slmmetric key encr)?tion

2, Basic Definitions And Literature ReYiew

In this section some basic definitions are given that are used

throughout this paper. Some of the existing encrlption
algorithms are also discussed in this section.

A. Plaintext and Ciphertext: 'Plaintext' is the message

that is to be encrypted and 'Ciphertext' is the encr'?ted
message.

B. Polyalphabetic Encryption: 'Polyalphabetic
Encr)?tion' technique uses different keys for the encr)ption
of individual characterc in the plaintext. So in this scheme,

several key values are required [1].

C. Diffusion and Confusion Property: Diffusion property

of any encrlption algodthm is responsible for relating one

character in the plaintext with several characters in the

Ciphertext so that the statistical relation between the

plaintext and Ciphe ext is reduced. Confusion proPefy
ensures that there is no or a little relation between the key

and the Ciphertext l1l.

D. Avatanche Effect; Catashophic change in the Ciphertext
for a little change in the key or it the plaintext is referred to

as Avalanche effect [ 1].

There are several encrlption 3'Scrithms for synmetric key

encr)?tion. There are also block cipher algorithms that

opentes on a single block at a time. But block ciphers can

also be implemented for stream encr)?tion in several modes

[1]. For example, DES (Data Encr]?tion Standard) is a

block cipher techlique but can be used for stream

encryption in ECB (Electronic Code-Book), CFB (Cipher

Feed Back), Count€r mod€s. Other encrlption algorithms
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are AES (Advanoed Encrlption Standard), BlowFish, RC4

etc. All of these algorithms are based upon number theory
(finite-field is used). These algorithms use some additional
storage like S-box (Substitution Box), Permutation Table,

Initial Value etc. These algorithms are also complex in
nature, as the encrlption process is very much complex, and

whereas complexity is a prerequisite for security. But when
complexity is increased, the difficulties of hardware and

software implementation are also raised. Computational
complexity does not matter if the algorithm can provide
with a strong defense against fraud. But if it is consider for
developing any encr)ption algorithm for limited devices like
mobile phones, PDAS, BlueTooth hardware etc, storage

capacity and processing power ofthat device is also a matter
of concem. In that case an algorithm will be explored; this is
simpler in hardware implementation but holds a very strong
position against intruders.

3. Proposed Algorithm

A mathenatical function has been developed which is like
Fouier sedes [3, 4] or trigonometric polynomial that is used

to generate unpredictable key sequence. The function takes

a password ofany length chosen by the encrlption party and

results in key sequence. It is found that that by evaluating
Fourier series, a good randomness aan be achieved. The

sequence is then XORed with the plaintext to get the

Ciphertext. The function is the heart of this algorithm and

named as 'Masking Function'. This function is presented in
(1)

f(",A)=

(1)

where,

P : password

n = l, 2, 3 ...lengthfplain-text]

M = length[PJ

A = a sequence of plaintext

Algorithm 1: Fourier_Masking_Encryption -Algorithm(rNrEA)

Part - 1 (Constructing the Masking Function)

L Choose any password in the form ofASCII text.

TI Convert the values of the charact€Is in the chosen
password to their equivalent
extended ASC1I values and put the values in the

vector P = (Pt, Pt Pi ... Py). [Here M: number of
characters in the passwordl
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IIL IfM is odd then pad a one '1' at the end of the vector
P. [So that after this padding operation Pp becomes

equal lo ' I ' and the value of M is increasetl by onel

IV. Using the definition of the (1) conshuct the rnasking
firnction

As the masking funotion is ready, encrlptior/decrlption
procedure is followed.

Part - 2 (Ercryption /Decryption)

{Encryption}

I. Take the plaintext sequence in the form of ASCII
text.

IL Convert the charactem in th€ plaintext to their
equivalent extended ASCII values and put the values

in the vector X: (X1 X2, Xt...Xi [Here N =
number of characters in the plai textl

III. Generate the Ciphertext sequence / : (Yi. Y:, Yl

Yyl by Yi = Xi @ f0, Xt ) where Xo = Pr

{Decryption)

L Take the Ciphertext sequence in the form of ASCII
text.

IL Convert the characters in the Ciphenext to their
equivalent extended ASCII values and put the \'alues

in the vector y: (Yt, Yr Yt ... Y,.,. [Here .\' = number

of characters in the Ciphertextl

IIL Retrieve the plaintext sequence,{ = i-\1 -\:. -\, -f-,
bY Xl = Yi @ f0, xt ) where .\'j = P-

The encr,?tion procedure is summartz ed in rhe l'los chan of
Fig. 2. To decrypt the Ciphenext. same algon:hrn rs used

except that the Ciphert€xt is given as rnput and Y is the

retrieved plaintext in this regard.

Example 1: The algorithm is illust|ated b} an example

which is summarized in Table L ln rhis eranrple the

plaintext and the password are X = STA\- = (El. SJ- 65. 89)

and P : COMPLEX = (61, 79. rl. 80. -6. 69. 88)

respectively. To rnake the length ofP eren- P = P I = i6l,
79,'77,80,76, 69, 88, 1) has been done. The maskrng

function becomes.

f(n,A) = FLOOR(ABS((A*(67cos0.516n - "r;os0.52ln -
76cos0.453n + 88cos0.026n))/308))

Table I: Example of FMEA encr;"ption

x A
f(n, A) k@x

I io ASCII
Chrracter

8l 6'7 6t l l0

84 83 2 56 108

65 84 3 28 93

89 65 4 0 89 ]

A
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4. Cryptanalytic Complexity Of The Proposed
Algorithm

Crlptanalytic complexity of the proposed algorithm is
provided by the following features:

. Randomness and unpredictability ofFourier series.

. One-to-many mapping between plaintext and Ciphertext.

r Diffusion, confusion and avalanche among plaintext,
password and Ciphertext.

Fig.2: Flow-chart for the proposed algorithm

A. Randomness and Unpredictability of Fourier Series

Fourier series is a tigonometria series [3, 4] that can be
presented in its most general form as (2).

y = C +2A,, 
"o" 

r,,x +>B,, sh a,,x

(2)
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This series ean converge to any periodic function of 'x' if
the values of the constants are chosen carefully. So it is said
conversely that if we choose the values of th€ constants
randomly. then unpredictable sequence can be obrarned.
This concept is the main motivation ofproposed work work.
The values of those constants from a given password have
been extacted. The form of the original Fourier series as in
(2) is not used in the proposed work, mther modified it as

(1) to make it capable of generating unpredictable, mostly
random and non-periodic key sequence. This modification is
made by considering sampling, quantization and anti-
aliasing techniques [5]. Randomness in key generation can
be observed easily by Fig. 3. Here, generation ofplaintext of
length 100 ASCII characters and encr)?ted it by the
proposed algorithm for different passwords. The graph in
Fig. 3 shows the key sequence in each case.

B. One-to-many Mapping Between Plaintext and
Ciphertext

The proposed algorithm maps the plaintext chamcters to a

large space of Ciphertext characters. This feature thwarts
any cr'?tanalyst in exploiting the statistical relation between
plaintext and Ciphertext. For example the plaintext
..AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA', contains 24
As. and when it is encrlpted by FMEA with the password
2dEf then the Ciphefiext becomes
Fq@iS ExCgkU ChQi")OqL . Here it has been seen that
the Ciphertext contains 23 different characters for a single
plaintext character'A'.

2A 4A 60 30

(a) Password = ABCD

?0 40 60

(c) Password: ABC2E

20 4A 50 30

(d) Password : AOC

Fig.3: Randomness ofthe proposed algorithm in key
generation

'I.
,, l.,. rli", 1 Ir\l'il ,1, i: r.l

l ii.' I r.i'

Take Password fPJ
and Plaintext fX,

Yi- Xi @ f0, Xi )
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C. Sophisticated Solution Procedure in Finding the

Password

By observing the proposed algodthm and the Masking

Function it can infer that each Ciphertext character is a

function of two plaintext characters and the password The

plaintext and Ciphertext characters can be equated as

follows,

Y1= Function(X1, Pt, Pi, Pt, P3...PM)

Y. = Function(X\ X1, P1, P2, P j...Pfl

Y j: Function(X j, X., Pt, P2, P 3... PL)

Yy = Function(Xy, XN,t, Pt, P:, Pt...Pt)

If Y and X are knom (that is, if the attack is known
plaintext attack), then M equations are required to solve for

P. The above system ofequation is a nonJinear complicated

equation with tdgonometric pol)'nomiat The password P is

unknown and hence M is also unknom since it is the length

of the password. So, solving the system is impractical lf
however the value of M is known then there is also a

difhculty in finding P if N<M. If M is known and N>M then

there is another complication, that is; the system cannot be

solved if there are no sufficient plaintext and Ciphertext

characters. One system of such equations is showl in (3)

Here, it is assumed that the password to be P1PzP:Pa. This

system holds a massive difhculty in finding P. There is no

linear relation among plaintext, Ciphertext and the

password.

v . I a,le Pror0.0oolP -001a, P.osr00 blP 00larJt.xa1'r-- 
-;.p 

c,e-

(3)

D. Diffusion, Confusion and AYalanche Among

Plaintext, Password and Ciphertext

Diffusion in the proposed algorithm is obtained by using

two plaintext characters in one cipher character's

g"neruiiott. Though this is still a small diffusive approach, it
can easily be extended. The confusion property is obtained

by the complicated nonlinear relation between the

password and Ciphertext. One charact€r's change in the

password results in a catastrophic change in the Ciphertext

which ensures a good avalanche effect. This changing effect

is presented with the example of Fig 4.

\s::::-,i:::.:::: ::-c .\hsan Raja ChowdhurY

(al \' I -\'

(b) Y 1-Y_3(d=2)

Fig 4: Graph ofY-l Y n with varying'd'

A fixed ptaintext of length 100 ASCII characters is

encrypted by FMEA for different passwords All the

passwords P n are oflength 16 ASCII characters Y n is the

Ciphertext for password P n. Number of different elements

in P n than P 1 is denoted by'd'. The graphs ofFig 4 show

the differences in the sequences of Ciphertext Y,n and Y-l
The change in Ciphertext for the change in the password has

been presented.

There is no way to apply FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [5,
61, DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) 15,6,7l' DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) or other transform techniqu€s

to crack the cipher as the cipher is a highly distorted Fourier

series. The nature ofFMEA yields this distortion.

5. Evaluation Of The Proposed Algorithm

In this section, a comparison has been performed for the

proposed algorithm with three of the most popular

algorithms; AES [8], CMEA [9] and Vigenere Ciphet [10]
The AES is an advanced standardrzation for block

encryption based on finite-field GF(28). It uses a 128-bit key

and performs on a 128-bit block. It has 10 rounds of
computation and in each round substitution, shifting, mixing
and round key adding operations are performed lt uses a S-

box of 256 bltes and an Inverse S-box of 256 bytes. It also

uses several stored data for perlorming encryption. The

brute-force attack is impractical for AES as a key of 128 bit
is used. It is cryptanalytically stong as well Though it is a

block encrlption algorithm, it can also be extended for

stream cipher. All things go well in th€ implementation of
AES as usem are able to use high processing power of

(c) Y 1-Y a (d:3)
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today's computers and related hardware. But if we consider
an encryption algorithm for any iimited devices Lke mobile
phones and PDAs then , it is a matter of think about an
efhcient algorithm for these devices. So, additional storage
which is required in AES must be reduced but not by the
cost of security. There is an algorithm namely CMEA
(Cellular Message Encryption Algorithm) l9] used for
celluiar phone message encryption (like numbers dialed). It
is pretty good one but also uses a Cave Table which
contains 256 bltes of previously stored data. Recent works

l9l have been able to crack CMEA cipher. So CMEA will
be no longer strong. The proposed algorithm does not need
any kind of additional storage but can provide with good

security as AES and CMEA. AES and CMEA are conrplex
in both software and hardware implementation. The
proposed tecbnique is simple as:

. Only M/2 trigonometric calculations are required in
each cipher character generation.

r (3M/2)+1 multrplications are perfomed in each cycle.

A comparison is summarized in Table II. By FMEA a pretty
good one-to-many mapping between plaintext and
Ciphertext characters can be obtained. One-to-many
mapping is needed to reduce the possibility of cracking any
cipher by obser,'ing its frequency description. The best
known polyalphabetic cipher 'Vigenere cipher' 110] is good
to provide on this need but it still has some limitations. For
example: if any analyst can somehow determine the length
of the keyword that is used to encr)?t any plaintext which
has enough length and good number of repetitions of
characters, then Vigenere cipher may also have repetitions
in its cipher.

Example 2: In this example, a plaintext is encrlpted using
Vigenere Cipher algorithm (for keyword DECEPTIVE) and

repetitions of characters are shown using shaded cells in
Table IIL In this case, VTW is repeated twice in th€

cipheftext for the same plaintext repetition of RED and for

Table Il: Comparison between the proposed algorithm with AES and CMEA

ll

this the portion of the key is EPT which is also repeareci
This repetition can be avoided if the keyword's length rs

large enough. This repetition in the Vigenere cipher aids an
analyst in predicting the length of the keyword. When the
length is known, the keyword can be found by observing the
frequency description of the cipher.

These limitations in Vigenere cipher can be overcome by
using FMEA. The reason is that: the polyalphabetic round
key generated by FMEA is highly random in nature of
sequence. FMEA is made as it can gen€rate highly non-
periodic and unpredictable round key sequence. Moreover
this sequence is dependent not only on the password selfbut
also on the plaint€xt. So it can provide a highly secure key
s9quence.

Example 3: The plaintext in the Example 2 is encrlpted
with password DECEPTIVE using FMEA and presented in
Table IV.

It is seen that there is no repetition in the FMEA Ciph€rtext
for the repetition of RED in the plaintext. FMEA key
sequence is a pretty good random sequence that can also be
used in other crlptographic applications than only
encr,?tion. For example this can be used to produce
pseudorandom numbers and pseudorandom number is a

very impoftant tool in cryptographic application like
authentication. In the classical pseudorandom number
generators, there had been used modular arithmetic with
large prime numbers. As FMEA doesn't use modular
arithmetic but still well in generating random sequence, it
can easily be used in such applications where computational
complexity must be reduced. Notably in the algorithm for
the authentication techniqu€ proposed in the paper [11]
FMEA can be used effectively.

Feature AES CMEA Proposed On€

Ket/Poss\taft{ Size (bit) 128 64
8n wher€, n is the length ofthe password

which can be ofany value

Plointdt Size (bit) 128 2-6 8

Us! Addt!to oI Stotage No

Number Theoretic in GF(23)
Number

Theoretic
Trigonometric

t Is. Scvenl Rollnds Yes No

Possible Ke),s/Passwords )113 2,i4
s =>2s6k

t=l

Theoretically when, M + co,S e 6
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Trblc lll: Ciphcrtctt for r givctr pleitrtext in VigeDere Cipher (for keyword DECEPTM)

6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel itlea of e4aoding Farkz
series for Polyalpbabetic Synmeric Key Encryption The
proposed algorithm, namely Four-ier Masking Encqption
Algorithm (FMEA) uses the versatility of Fowier series,
which is a higonomehic polynomial, rather than using
modulo arithmetic. The algorithm not only possesses one-to-
many mapping between plaintext and Ciphertext, but also
establishes diffusion, confusion and avalanche among
plaintext, password and Ciphertext. The proposed algorithm
is also easy to implement in hardware, mobile phones, PDA
as it doesn't require any extra storage capacity. The
effrciency of the proposed algorithm over the existing
algorithms is shown in experimental results which show the
superiority of the proposed algorithn.
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